Project's future lies with Supreme Court

BY BOB SPIWAK

Okanogan County, in north central Washington, is the largest county in the state. It’s bigger than Connecticut and within its mix of desert, plains and alpine terrain five nine-hole courses serve its golfers.

Now, a 18-hole layout is being designed by Robert Muir Graves in the northwest corner of the county. It is questionable whether it, and a proposed 18 to follow, will get beyond the drawing board.

The course is a portion of a proposed $250-million resort called Early Winters, whose centerpiece for almost two decades has been a destination ski resort. Located just east of North Cascades National Park in Methow Valley, the resort has been a major controversy since 1972, when the Aspen Corp. planned the original project's future lies with Supreme Court
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There are golf courses all over North America.

But you won't find two with the same soil.

Eco Soil Systems provides a totally integrated soil management and turf program designed to create the optimum soil conditions for healthy, good-looking turf. Our fertilizers, trace elements, and soil amendments produce a soil rich in nutrients and microbial life. The result: a healthier, lush, green turf.

Eco Soil Systems Custom blended fertilizer for your course.

Now taking applications for Sales Representatives with southern turf experience for Florida territories. Call for more information.
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SET YOUR GOLF OPERATION ON "THE RIGHT COURSE"

It's pretty hard to keep your ship afloat when you're constantly worrying about cash flow, staffing, inventory, maintenance and marketing problems. Let us help "bail" you out... and set your golf operation on course.

The Golf Business is our only business. And we have over 30 years experience in developing, operating and managing golf courses.

Right now we have some 200 employees who are operating our courses and resorts, and for clients, just like you...

That's 200 pairs of hands we can muster to help steer you in the right direction.

So call today—for solving a short-term problem, or for total professional management. We're the experts in the Business of Golf.
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General Development Management Company

a unit of General Development Corporation

Robert L. Pierce, Vice President

2601 South Bayshore Drive

Miami, Florida 33133-5461

(305) 859-4667

Continued on page 19
Ag Secretary Yeutter to address institute

Agriculture Secretary Clayton Yeutter will be the keynote speaker at The Fertilizer Institute's 1990 annual meeting scheduled for Feb. 11-13 at the Opryland Hotel in Nashville, Tenn.

Yeutter will hold a "town meeting" with TFI members on Monday, Feb. 12 at 4 p.m. He will discuss legislative issues for the coming year, including the 1990 farm bill.

The theme of the meeting is "Agriculture: Right On."

"I think it is appropriate to begin the 1990s by focusing on the tremendous benefits of U.S. agriculture," said TFI President Gary D. Myers. "Our meeting will be a celebration of the success of U.S. agriculture and a preview of the challenges of the next decade."

Two panel discussions will explore issues for the year ahead. One will focus on the supply and demand outlook for nitrogen, phosphate and potash, the major fertilizer nutrients. Another will be a review of studies being conducted to determine the effects on food production of the elimination of commercial fertilizer.

"Before we make public policy decisions based on risk paranoia, we need to understand the consequences of banning or significantly reducing fertilizer use," said Myers.

Washington

Continued from page 18

The golf complex would be adjacent to the resort village, on private land. The two 18-hole courses and a three-hole golf "academy" would occupy what is now unused farmland gone to weeds.

Surrounded by mountains that are snow-capped most of the year, its alpine magnificence drew repeated comments of wonder from Graves when he first visited the site last September.

The valley was formed by Ice Age glaciation. When the ice retreated, what little topsoil remained was removed by "outwash," the flushing of soil by rivers born of the melting ice sheet.

All domestic water in the area comes from wells, and with the aquifer lying beneath a cobble and gravel surface barely covered by soil, golf course opponents cite the possibility of pollution by herbicides, fungicides, pesticides and fertilizers.

The area gets about 12 inches of precipitation a year, most of it as snow. Recent years have been near drought. During the winter of 1987-88, Wells in the valley as far as 10 miles downstream of the resort site went dry. With irrigation of 18 holes in similar terrain using from half to a million gallons a day, the question is, where will the water come from? Not only for the resort and its two villages, but for the remaining 65 miles of river valley.

In the mid-1970s, a coalition of concerned people was formed under the banner "Methow Valley Citizens' Council." To the proponents of resort development, this group represented obstruction, tree-hugging and Bambi-loving. MVCC hired an attorney and in court disputed the Forest Service's initial Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the original Aspen resort.

Aspen lost the court battle and took its investment money to British Columbia. Prior to construction, however, they would have to be dealt with, along with evaluations of alternative sites for the ski hill, air pollu-

Continued on page 54
Landmark developing first course in northern U.S.

Landmark Land Co. is getting involved in its first northern U.S. course at Petoskey, Mich.'s Three Firs resort complex, according to the Detroit News. Three Firs is an 1,100-acre property, including 5-1/2 miles along Lake Michigan, being developed by Southfield developers Larry LoPatin and Daniel Holloway.

Included in the project is a 27-hole golf course scheduled to open in the spring of 1992.

According to the Detroit News, it is believed that Landmark Vice President and Charlevoix, Mich., native Chuck Fairbanks was influential in his company's decision to venture out of the warmer climes, where it was influential in his company's decision to.

The course is expected to be influential in his company's decision to.
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ion in the nearby Pasayten Wilderness, completion and approval of ski hill and resort village master plans, along with state and county approvals.

Since the golf course site is on private land, the court battles thus far may have impact only if the developers tie the golf to the skiing, or if there is a land swap between the developer and the Forest Service.

There is a small National Forest Campground near to the course site which the developer has considered as an entry to the course. A road may be considered wherein private land owned by Early Winter would be traded for the campground. Federal lands equal Supreme Court requirements.

The Putin golf course still has to be laid through a maze of permitting by federal, state and local agencies before construction can begin. Moriarty, Devlin and Graves are the architect to get the job done. Graves is familiar with the Northwest and has produced The Resort at Port Ludlow (Wash.) and Black Butte Ranch (Oregon) courses, both perennial "Top 100" courses in golf magazine rankings. He last year completed a new course, Meadowood, for Spokane County, Washington.

Graves has a reputation for being a particularly conscientious environmental planner when it comes to course design and construction.

The developers of Early Winters are optimistic that Graves will find the answers to the environmental problems.

Through what might have been a public relations faux pas, the golf aspect of the resort was not publicized until a year or so ago. The project was referred to locally and in the Seattle and Spokane media as "The Ski Hill."

With the increased prominence of golf as a major recreation, MRI began to give it more emphasis. Many opponents of the ski hill and base village are hearing for the first time that golf is in the future, too, and they don't like it. "It's had enough to have an 18-hole course up there," said one, "but putting in 36 holes is a slap in the face."

The major concern seems to be for the aquifer—the quality and quantity of water. "I'm delighted," said another, "I hope they give the locals a special deal to join. Otherwise, we won't be able to afford it."

Officially, Devlin is hopeful that construction of the first 18-hole course will begin late this summer.

He's being noncommittal, however. Nobody knows better than he that any timetable will be determined by the level of opposition.

Bob Spivak is a freelance writer and photographer who lives in Mazama, Wash.

Pleasure Island eyed for championship course

Pleasure Island located adjacent to the eastern Texas city of Port Arthur would be a good location for a championship golf course, according to Jim Hardy of Golf Services Group of Houston.

Hardy made his suggestion at a November joint meeting of the City Council and island commission. The two groups hired Golf Services to do a feasibility study on the possibility of building a golf course to stimulate the island's economy.

"High-quality golf is the current, primary, large-scale real-estate and economic development tool employed throughout the United States," Hardy was quoted in the Beaumont Enterprise.

Hardy recommended building a championship, daily-fee course, something he said is unavailable in the Port Arthur-Beaumont area. An eight-member committee of councilors and island commissioners was appointed to further study the proposal.
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"Toe the Mark" with ADJA Turf-Guide

is a simple and proven foam marker, for about half the cost of most systems.
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THIS IS THE RAKE
EVERYONE KEEPS TALKING ABOUT

The Accuform Sand Trap Rake is a revolutionized bunker maintenance. The unique design features a cylindrical, hollow head with 17 blunt teeth. The material is strong, black automotive plastic.

Just a few of the courses currently using the Accuform Sand Trap Rake are:

The Olympic Club, Muirfield Village, Oak Hill, Arrowhead, Grand Cypress, Kemper Lakes, The National, TPC at Sawgrass, as well as 25 PGA Tour Stops.

For more information or to order simply call 1-800-668-7873

Ask for details on our Introductory Trial Pack

Accuform Golf Limited
76 Fordhouse Blvd., Toronto Canada M8Z 5X7
Telephone (416) 259-3259

Parts of the Westchester Golf Course adjacent to Los Angeles International Airport will be closed for portions of the next two years while renovations are being done.

A fully automated sprinkler system, modern clubhouse and redesigning of several holes means nine of the 18 holes will close for up to two years and the driving range for two months.

The $3.5-million facelift will eventually result in longer holes on the executive course, a larger pro shop and better lighting for nighttime play.
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